BAADER 582

BAADER 100 Years

Innovating Food
Value Chains
BAADER is the global partner
on food processing solutions
with 100 years’ experience. We
design and engineer innovative
and holistic solutions that
ensure intelligent, safe, efficient
and sustainable food processing
in all phases, from the handling
of live and raw protein materials
to the finished food products.
Through our data capabilities,
we use data to interpret and
forecast along the entire
food value chain. In close
collaboration and partnership
with our customers and partners
we are taking further major
steps toward greater efficiency,
traceability, transparency,
profitability, and sustainability.
By sharing knowledge and data,
together we can succeed in
optimising the food value chain
in the long term.

Stability
you can
rely on

Optimising the
Quality and Yield
of Every Fish

The BAADER 582 is an advanced
unique filleting machine for whitefish.
It is designed in a completely new
manner with respect to yield, hygiene,
performance and fillet quality. All tools
are computer controlled.
A stable run of the fish through
the machine guarantees higher
throughput. Machine settings can be
changed during operation and can be
stored in a recipe archive for easier
handling.
The fillets from this new BAADER
582 are of an extraordinary quality,
especially in the high value loin area –
very little trimming required.

Individual
handling
fish by fish

The BAADER 582 is an advanced unique filleting machine for whitefish.
It is designed for a wide range of different whitefish species. Specifically
for the high value soft fish, BAADER 582 can keep the perfect surface
and take care of the yield, especially in the loin area. The BAADER 582
manages to reduce the trim work and work load in the complete line.

White membrane on
No blood spots

Best fillet quality due to very gentle
handling of the fish

No bone chips

High flexibility in regard to different
species and conditions

Less trimming; no gaping; no blood spots
Membrane in the loin area stays intact
No stress on the fillet

Recipe handling
Individual fish measurement
High-tech control tools
High flexibility in regard to different species
and conditions

Clean anal fin

No black belly skin

Perfect surface – less trimming
effort than all other solutions.

The fillets from BAADER 582 are of an extraordinary
quality, especially in the high value loin area.

Customer Benefits:
High speed: up to 27 fish/min
Best fillet quality, especially
in the high value loin area
Membrane in the loin area 		
stays intact
No stress on the fillet
because of no scraper or
stickle knives
Flexible on different species
(e.g. cod, saithe, haddock)
Processing solution available

Best hygiene performance

Combination with BAADER 59 for optimal
skinning result

High capacity, high throughput
Individual measuring of each fish
Consistent product flow
High capacity, high throughput
Individual measuring of each fish
Direct transfer to the skinner possible

Open design for easy access to
maintenance and cleaning
Cleaning function for optimal results
High value hygienic components
Best hygiene performance
High value hygienic components

Optional Feature

Add a BAADER 59
to combine skinning
and filleting

Stable run of the fish through
the machine – fewer stops
BAADER 59 Skinner can
be connected directly to the
BAADER 582

Technical Data
Fish species:

Cod
Saithe
Haddock
Brosme
Ling

Working range:

Cod: approx. 60–105 cm (head on)
Saithe: approx. 60–105 cm (head on)
Haddock: upon request
Brosme, Ling: max. 6.2 kg (head on)

Throughput:

27 fish/min
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This brochure is current as from the publication date and supersedes all previous versions.
The English version is perceived as the master document and all other versions are subject
to incorrect translation. The indicated limits of the working ranges and performances may vary
as a function of the proportion, quality and nutritional conditions of the fish. In order to achieve
an optimal result, it is recommended to adjust the machine within the working ranges of the fish
sizes mainly to be processed. Illustrations and dimensions are approximate and not binding.
Subject to design changes in the interest of technical progress. Actual scope of supply is
specified in our quotations and order confirmations and may differ from the descriptions and
photos in this brochure.
Attention! For the illustration of the technical details the safety devices and protection
mechanisms are partly not shown in operative condition. When operating the machine, all
corresponding devices and instructions referring to the safety of the machine are to be
utilised and/or observed.

